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PHERMEX - ~ulsed ~igh-~nergy lJadiogra~hicFJachine~mitting~ raysa

Richard D. Dick

Los Alamos National Laboratory

60X 1663, MS-942

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The PHERMEX facility used to provide flash radiographs uf explo-

sives a~d explosive-driven rnctalsystems is described. With this facility,

precision radiographs of large objects containing materials with high atomic

nunber and high density are attainable. PHERMEX encompasses the hlgh-

currcnt, three-cavity, 30-MeV linear electron accelerator; the 50-MHz-radi~-

frequency power source to drive the cavities; timing, firing, and signal

detectim system; and a data-acquisition system. Some unique features ~f

PH[RMEX are reliability; very intense sutxvic-osecondbremsstrahlung source

rich in 4- to 8-MeV x rays; less than l.hw]-diam spot size; precision

detcrrnlnatlonof edges, dlscontinulties, and areal-mass distribution; and

flash radiographs of ldrge explosive syst~ms close to the x-ray target.

Some dspccts of the PtlERMEX-upgr~dingprogram ore discussed. The

program will result (1) in an Increased elect.ron-beamcn~rgy to about 50

MeV, (2) the usc of an electron-gun pulser that is capable of producing

three time-adjustabl~ pulses for obtaining three “radiographic” pictures of

a singleexplosive event, (3) an increasedclectm injectionenergyof 1.25

MeV, (4) the capobillty for rccorclirighigh-speed signals, and (5) the usu of

computers to assist the monitoring and conLrol of the data-acquisition

system and the PHEIU4EXaccelerator,

aWork performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy



PHERMEX, which is an acronym for~ulsed High-~nergy ~adiographic
KJachine~mltting X rays, is a large flash-radiogr~phic diagnostic facility
used for the stufi of explosives and explosive-driven metal systems. At the

heart of the facility is a 30-MeV linear electron accelerator
1-4 that pro-

duces a very ~ntense but short burst cf x rays from a thin tungsten target.
Mith this bremsstrahlung source, precise radiographicstudies of hydrodynamic
phmomena of large assemblies containing high atomic number and high-density
materials is possible. Several unique features of PHERMEX are (1) the
intense 3!)-MeVx-ray source, (2) 50 R at 1.0 m in air from a 200-ns pulse,
(3) l.O-mn spot size, (4) the ability to radiograph large explosive systems
close to the x-ray target, and (5) very reliable operation and puise-to-
pulsc reproducibility.

The discussion in this paper will be limited to a description of
the radiographic machine as it exists at the present time and to an explana-
tion of the upgrading program to increase the energy and intensity of the
x rays, the use of a three-pulse pulser to produce three images at selecta-
ble times of a single explosive event, recording of high-speed events and
signals, and the use of computers to assist in the monitoring and control of
data-recording system and the PHERMEX accelerator.

This facility is one of many at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Since the PHERMEX acblvities usually involve explosives, the facility is
located In a remote area of the Laboratory. Figure 1 is a map of the entire
complex and the insert shows in more detail the location of firing site re-
lative to the PHERMEX-machine building, Power Control Building, and Detec-
tion Chamber. Other areas arc the office building and the accelerator-de-
velopment area. The photograph in Fig. 2 shows the firing sit~, the PHERMEX
chamber, and the rf-power-control building itlthe background; the view is
west, The PHERMEX building, which houses the accelerator and ancillary
equipment, is a concrete hcmi-cylincl’”ical=shapedstructure about 30 m long,
10 m wide, and 10 m high. The rounded nose at the target end is also
concrete 1.5 m thick and is covered with steel matting and sandbags for
protection against blast nnd shrapnel.

The PHERMEX machine is a standing-wuve llncar electron accelerator
operatirrgat an injcctcd rf power of 13.5 MV for 3 nlc. Three cylincirical
resonant chvitics connected in tandem and opcr’stingin the TMOIO mode pro-

vide the enertgy-stor~gechambers for exchanging energy between the electro-
magnetic field and an axially injected electron beam. Figure 3 Is a sche-
matic clrawiilgof the machirm illustrating the principnl features. Each cav-
ity is 4.6 m in diameter and 2.6 m in length- corresponding to a resonant
frequency of 50 MHz and a length that Is S1ightly lr?ssthan a half wave-
length. The three cavities which were constructed from copper-clad steel
arc connected by 0.46-m-long drift sections. The cavities arc loc~ted
inside a steel chamber approximately 11.3 m long, 5.0 m in diameter, and

about 105 kg in mass. Figure 4 is u view of the accelerator from the ruar,-
The cavities are rraintaIned at a vacuum of 10“ Pa, mi the outer chamber is

evacudtd to 10-3 Pa. Each cavity has six 458-nm-diam ports’oriented hori-
zontally to provide connuctiorlsfor injecting the ri’power and to provtde
slugs for tuning each cavity.

The first cavlt,y(alpha) in the accelerating chain operates at a
field str~ngth of 5 to !i.5?lV/m,the second uavity (beta) has fi~!cl
strengths of 6 to 7 MV/ni,nnd the third cavity (gamna) is suppllcd with
fields of 4 to 4.5 MV/111wh Ich is furnished by high=power 50-MHz rf



amplifiers. A 350-A electron beam is injected into alpha cavity from an
electron gun and is chopped into micropulses because only part of the
electrons are in phase with the rf source. For instance, a 200-ns-long
pulse will be chopped into 10 micropulses of electrons 20 ns apart and 3 ns
wide. Figure 5 shows an osci1loscope record of these subbursts as they
appear at the target end of the machine. At the exit aperture of gamna
cavity, the electrons have been accelerated to a final energy of about 30 .
MeV with a beam current of about 125 A.

A collimating lens at the exit of gamna cavity keeps the beam con-
fined tu a diameter of 25 mn. Figure 6 is a schematic of the ejection end
of the accelerator and the 10-m-long drift section including the collimating
and focusing lenses. A steering magnet just beyond the CO1limating lens is
employed to deflect the electron beam a few millimeters to better center the
beam on the target. A beryllium plug with a 25-nml-diamhole CO11imates the
beam before focusing. A lens with 0.5-m focal length focuses the Leamto a
l.O-nmdiam spot onto tile tungsten target ~fter going through a 3.O-mn-diam
beryllium collimator. As noted in Fig. C, the focusing lens and target
assembly are mounted outside the PHERMEX chamber in a thick steel blast
shield with an expendable aluminum nose cone.

The target is a 1.75-rtmn-th!cktungsten disk. After each pulse, the
disk is rotated remotely so that the electrons do not hit the target at the
same spot. The bremsstrahlung that results frcm stopping the electrons in
the tungsten is collimated by a thick uranium plug next to the target. The
x-ray beam has a highly directional ~adiation pattern with most of the
x rays occurring in a cone with a 20 apex angle.

Electrons are obtained by applying a 600-kV pulse (individual
200-ns, 100-ns, and 40-ns pulses are available) across the anode-cathode
structure of a 102-nin-diamdiode gun (Pierce design). The cathode is sin-
tered tungsten heated to a temperature of about 1200 K. Upon application of
the 600-kV pulse, a 350-A beam of electrons Is accelerated and confined by
the anode structure. The first two magnetic lenses in tandem control the
25-mn entrance diameter and convergence angle of the electron beam irlto
:$::s:avitym Figure 7 shows the electron injc!ctorard the two magnetic

The 600-kV pulsers that drive the gun are cortnrerclallyavailable
and are manufactured by Femcor. The pulsers arc Marx generators using
transmission lines of a specific length 8s energy-storage elements to pro-
vide the desired pulse duration. A large pulse transformer and trlgger-
pulse amplifler deliver a very energetic spark to trigger the Femcor pulser
at the appropriate time for an explosive experiment.

To achieve an electron-beamcncrgy of 30 MeV, four alnpllficrchains
drlvu alphn cavity, three drive beta cavity, and two drive ganinacavity.

Figure 8 is the rf-flowdlagran? for build-up to high power levels. To ln-
troducc rf power to the cnvlties, the variable frequency oscillator (VFO)
shown In the diagram Is gatcd “on” for 3 ms, Poww from the ompllfiers fs
coupled to the cavity by adjustable magnetic coupling loops in the cavity
ports. The electrcmgnetic fields reach steady-state amplitudes In thout
1.5 mso During operations, the cavities are s~mpled for amplitude and phase
of the fields and, if thcs~ paramotcrs are satisfactory, a signal is
generated which eventually triggers the electron gun.

Each flnul ampllfier shown in Fig. 9 supplies approximately 1.5FIW
of rf power to the covltics, and the tot~l dc plate power demnnd for the
nine amplifiers Is 27 MW during each driving pcrlod, This dc power,ls
derlvd frcnnnine 100-IIFcapacitor banks, one for ~ach amplifier, The rf ‘
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power from each final amplifier iS supplied by an RCA 6949 shielded grid
beam triode.

Preci: (~cquency tuning and phase adjustment are necessary to
provide the coirect parameters for optimum electron acceleration. Frequency
tuning is accomplished by setting the variable frequency master oscillator
and frequency multiplier to 49.9472 MHz and then dual-bellows tuning slugs
in alpha, beta, and gamna cavities are adjusted so that each cavity reso-
nates with the drive frequency. The rf energy generated by each of the nine
amplifiers is transferred to the three cavities by large-diameter transmis-
sion lines having electrical lengths that are integral multiples of a .$alf
wavelength. The diameter of the outer conductor of each 60-0 coaxial ‘line
is 355 mn and the inner conductor is 127 m in diarnctcr. Finally, coupl$ng
the rf energy to the azimuthal magnetic fields in the cavities is achieved
through adjustable loops at the ends of the tramnission lirtes.

An important phase of the PHERMEX facility is the abi”lityto pro-
duce radiation and to detonate an explosive charge at the desired time, and
to record various signals. The timing and firing electronic equipment is
housed in the Detection Chamber, which is interconnected with the Power
Control Building and PHERMEX Chamber. Two principal functions are carried
out from the DetectIon Chamber. One is the tiggering and the monitoring
chains needed to detonate the shot and to activate the electron gun for gen-
eration of radiation. The second function is to record the time and amplit-
ude of the radiation pulse from a suitable x-ray detector and the signals
from other diagnostics associated with the experiment.

A block diagr~m of the triggering chain necessary to radiograph an
event is illustrated in Fig. 10. The chain begins with a “start” pulse from
the master pulser. At this time each rf power channel mergizes the ca\fi-
ties causing the fields to grow approximately as shown in the field (E) vs
time (t) plot shown in Fig. 10. A PHERMEX [{eddyFire (PRF) trigger is sent
to the systwns trigger gener~tor to fire the detonators and the explosive.
A trigger is sent from the firing set through a delay unit to the electron-
gun pulser producing raciiationat the desired tin~eto radiograph the hydro-
dyn~mic event. Ttm racli~tiwlsignal is displayed on recordirlgequipn)entfor
accurate timi,lginformation.

The signals from other diagnostics, such as contactor pins, piczo-
rcsistive pressure gauges, and quartz gauges attached t~ the cxpcrinwrt are
recorckd by a variety of high-speed digital and analog electronic cievies.
In addition, most of these devices arc interfaced with a computer system
that has the capability of storing data on disks or tape, maniuplation of
the data by resident codes, and print-out of the information.

With the radiation levels obtainable from PHCRMEX, radiographic
recording of an explosivt?event can easily be achieved with industrial ;(-)’ay
films, such as Kodok X-r~y Film M and KK (S0-142) with lead screens, Fig-
ure 11 represents the radiographic g~ometry used for many explosive experi-
ments. Target protection is also shown in this illustr~tion. Since the
data are recorded on x-ray film, n blast- and shrapnel-proof cassette must
be used. Two types of cnsse(.tcsare usc!d: one is a hollow aluminum cone
capable of taking 355-nlm-diamfilln,and the other is a 5G0-IrwIby 71O-IINII
rectangular casscttco Various thicknesses of ~luminun]~re used in front for
protcctlono These cassdtes can satisfactorily pro!,uctfilm from the
effects of about 30 kg of explosive with the film pltincas close at 900 nn~
to the charge center.

$ev~ral film-screen cornbindtionsnay he used in onr!film package to
record the wide latitude of the transmitted radiation intunsity that is
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encountered in an experiment. For example, a typical film-screen combina-
tion might include one Kodak KK film intensified with two l-inn-thicklead
screens, one Kodak AA film with two l-m-thick lead screens, and one Kodak
KK film with one l-inn-thicklead screen. Actually, a number of film-screen
combinations are used by the experimenter.

The resolution of the PHERMEX machine when using a typical shot
geometry varies from 0.3 om to 1.0 mn and is illustrated in Fig. 12. Shown
is a 6-inn-thicktungsten resolution plate with square teeth of a different
period machined on each edge--4nn, 3 rrm,2 rrm,and 1 mn. The l-innperiod is
easily resolved on the actual radiograph.

Figures 13 and 14 sumnarize the PHERMEX machine and electron-beam
characteristics as they are today. Some of the characteristics are not as
stated above beta’~seof the upgrading programs.

Currently, a program is in progress to upgrade and enhance the
capabilities of PHERMEX. Figure 15 is a sumnary of the improvements, and
only a few will be discussed in the following text. This program consists
of installing a three-pulse pulser to the electron source to provide three
“radiographs” of a single explosive experiment at timed intervals. This
capability will require the development of high-speed electro-optical
cameras to provide three-frame detection. A second part of the program is
installing all new h+gh-power ,finalamplifiers so that sufficient power is
delivered to the cavities to accelerate the increased total electric charge
injected in bunches at higher voltages. Capacitor banks wi11 also be added
to double the energy storage for the final amplifier. This stored-energy
increase is needed to minimize the energy depletion in the cavities during
the time span of the multiple pulses. The third phase of the program
includes the installation of a system of magnetic lenses to collimate and
foc~!sthe higher energy electron beam, the installation of anode-coupling
loops to allow more efficient tr~lnsferof the rf power from the amplifiers
to the cavities, and the installation of modern electronics for a data-
acquisition syst;emwith nanosecond time resolution and for computer monitor
and control of timing and firing operations in the Detection Chamber ?nd
conputcr monitor and control for operation of the P}IERMEXmachine,

The three-pulse pulser that wi’ilreplace the pulscrs now used on
PHERMEX was developed b,yPhysics international. Fmturcs of the triple
pulscr are (1) t,hreepulset each 40 IISlong prugranmed to have separation
tilnesbutwecn pulses as short as 200 ns and as lot~gas 40 IJS,(2) the three
pulses earlh merged to form a single pulse 150 ns long, and (3) the pulse
amplitude is vciri~blebetween 600 and 1200 kV to provide a choice of ener.
gies applied to the electron source. The pulscr consists of three 61umlcin
sections mounted in tandem) each connected to a Marx generator. Figure 4
shows a portion of the pulser. At the desired time, the Marx unit charges
the front Numlein causing the formation of the 40-ns pulse which in turn is
applied to the injector. The application of the second and third pulses to
the electron gun is ticcompllshedby switching, at the desired time, the
appropriately charged Blumlcin section to the preceding sections, which
effects completion of t,w translllissio]l-lin~ circuit for eacl}pulsc to the
clectrun gun. Trigger pulses for the Marx units wI1l originate fro~nthe
Dctcctton Chamber at times dictatud by the cxp~rimeik. The benefits of
three flash-racilograhIc observations from onc explosiVQ experiment provided
by three progr~mable x-ray bursts are (1) more useful data per expcr~ment
than frotrrthree experiments, (2) better data because experiment-to-cxperi-
mcrrtvariations are eliminated, (3) the time resolution will be improved by
tifactor of five, (4) and the space resolution will Improve because of lessi.



The amplifier assemblies consists of EIMAC rf power tetrode tubes
[X-2159) installed in cans along with tank circuits compatible with 50-MHz
&eratirig frequency. In addition, low-power amplifiers”are connected to the
grid and screen to properly drive the final amplifiers. The final ampli-
fiers will be located very close to the cavities reducing the length of the
rf-transmission lines from the long lines now in use. The plate of each
high-power amplifier tube will be connected to a capacitor bank that is ca-
pable of storing twice th? electrical energy now in use. The cavities will
then have double the rf energy with which to minimize the energy slump over
the time the electron beam is being accelerated. Large changes in stored rf
energy cause large variations in beam energy, resulting in poor focusing of
the beam onto the target. The new rf amplifiers will double the power, 1.5
MM to 3.0 MW, delivered to the cavities, which in turn will increase the
electron-beam energy to about 50 MeV. With a modest increase in i,ljected
current, the x-ray-flux output will be 100 f?for each 40-ns burst or about
400 R for a 150-ns pulse width.

An essential part of the three-pulse capability is the detection
al[drecording of the three “radiographic” images. The p~th taken to date is
to replace the x-ray film now used to record the single-pulse image with a
fluorescent screen. TtIeimage produced on the screen by the sirlgle40-ns-
long x-ray burst will be recorded by a high-speed camera. There would be
one camera for each x-ray pulse, and the operation of each camera would be
synchronized with the time of each radiation burst. The generalized setup
for multiple-pulse detection is shown in Fig. 16 (only one of three cameras
is shown). At present, either liquid (NE224) or a solid plastic (NE102)
scintillators are used to convert the x-ray information to visible light.
The decay time of these scintillators is less than 3 frsso, in principle,
pulses spaced only 2(I ns apart can be recorded. A set of cameras based on
the ITT-F4113 proximity-focused image-intensifier tube has been built and
tested. The image tube has a resolution of approximatel~ 14 line pairs per
millimeter (lp/mm) over its 40-mm-diarnfield when operat{’dunder conditions
at PHERMEX. The overall resolution of the system for x-ray detection is 1
to 2 mn at the object plane.

Currently, iinelectrographic camero-and-detector systcrr,is under
development from the design of Or. Paul Grihovdl of the AstronolqyDepartment
of the University of Texas at Austin. The gencrdl characteristics of this
detector are (1) 60-mm-diam format, (2) 150- to 200-1P/IIJII resolution, (3)
less than 5-~lmdistortion, (4) the CSSb3 ph~tocathod~ h~s a CIuantulneffi-

ciency of 15% to 20% and uniformity iS better than ~%) and (~) electron
cmrgy is 30 to 60 kV. The electron-sensitive film, which has the same
enlulsionused for electron microscopes, elnp!oycdwith this dctcct~v h~s a
very low base density of approximately 0.05 and is linear in response to a
density of 4.0. Some preliminary tests of the camera in the nonpulscd mode
of operation dennnstrat~d the superiority of the detector over the image-
tuhe canler~. The lenses used with these cameras have a 150-mm-dian~front
aperturec The Iens-t,o-fluorescentdistance is nominally 2.25 In with a 75-
m-thick window being used for blast protection. In addition, d 90 turning
mirror is placed in the optical p~th so that the cameras will be out of the
x-ray beam. The cameras, alignment-arrd-focusing apparatus, and associated
electronics will be located inside a large blast- and st~rapncl-proof chani-
ber, shown in Fig. 2. In an explosive experiment, the fluorescent screen,
turning mirror, and ]ight-tiqht hox cxterldingfrom the protective chamber
will be destroyed.

The PHEIWIEXDetection Chomb~r contains the electronics for control-
ling and measuring all timing associated with an explosivo experiment as
well as recording signals from other diagnostics related to the experiment.
Upgrading the electronics in the Det~ction Chamber has been an important
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replacement of obsolete vacuum tubes and relay-based firing-control and
interlocking circuitry with transistor-transitor logic (TTL) circuitry.
This has resulted in improved reliability and easier maintenan~e. All 30-
Mt-tz-band-widthvacuum-tube oscilloscopes have been replaced with transient-
waveform digitizers. The bandwidths of the digitizers range from 2 MHz,
used for recording pressure transducers, to 500 MHz, used to record the
radiation monitor. In addition, a500-MHz signal cable and patching system
replaced the old system. Further, a 40-channel digital time-interval count-
er with 100-ps response replaced the raster-oscilloscope timing system. A
digital computer system was installed to facilitate calibrating the waveform
digitizers and monitoring the status of the Detection Chamber functions and
to stora the recorded data from the digitizers and time-interval counters on
magnetic tape. Digital delay generators with 10-ns resolution and pulse
boosters using modern solid-state technology have replaced the old trigger-
ing system which used analog delay units and thyratron boosters. An impor-
tant feature of the improvement progtwlii was the effort to electrically iso-
late the Detection Chamber from the noise generated by the PHERMEX machine.
All signals between the Detection Chamber ~nd the accelerator are coupled
either with optical fibers or with pulse transformers. This isolation
effectively removes common electrical ground connections between the two
chambers. Further electrical isolation is accomplished by means of an
Unintc?rruptablepower supply which separates the alternating-current (at)
power of the Detection Chamber from PHERMEX.

A final area for upgrading is the installation of a distributed
computer system in the PHERMEX Control Room to assist the operator in moni-
toring the numerous parameters of the accelerator. The system is composed
of a host computer that communicates with 15 satellite computers over opti-
cal fibers. The satellite computers operate physically close to the cir-
cuitry they monitor and up to 100 m from the host computer. Abnormal condi-
tions detected by the satellite computers are ccmnunicatcd to the host com-
puter which in turn displays the ~nformation on a color-television display
for the operator. The co[;]pl~t.er-nlonitorillgsystem can simultaneously monitor
200 de-voltage levels and 140 waveforms. This system will gre~tly increase
recognition of fallltsand will provide automatic stordge of accelerator data
which can be used tc determine accelerator-perfwmncc trends.

The culnl!natioflof the upgrade program will grc~tly expirndthe
capabilities of the PllERitil~Xfacility. Postupgradc machine and electron-beam
characteristics are listed in Figs. 13 and 14. With operating conlputor-rr!on-
itoring systems in the Detection Ctlambcr”and in the PHEW4EX Control Room,
the conducting of nn cxpt?rimentwill be easier, will provide more data, and
will produce more flux.
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